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We consider the problem of minimizing a function over a region defined by 
an arbitrary set, equality constraints, and constraints of the inequality type 
defined via a convex cone. Under some moderate convexity assumptions on 
the arbitrary set we develop optimality criteria of the minimum principle type 
which generalize the Fritz John optimality conditions. As a consequence of 
this result necessary optimality criteria of the saddle point type drop out. 
Here convexity requirements on the functions are relaxed to convexity at the 
point under investigation. We then present the weakest possible constraint 
qualification which insures positivity of the lagrangian multiplier corre- 
sponding to the objective function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The role of optimality criteria in mathematical programming is important 
both from theoretical and computational points of view. Perhaps the best 
known conditions for optimality are the Fritz John and the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions. 
Consider the problem, minimize f(x) subject to x E X, gi(“v) < 0 
(i = 1, 2,..., m) and hi(x) = 0 (; = 1, 2,..., k). Mangasarian and Fromovitz [1] 
showed that if XE int X (the interior of X) solves the above problem then 
there must exist a nonzero (u,, , u, v) such that 
(i) usVf(%) + f uiVgi(.Y) + f viVAi = 0; 
i=l i=l 
(ii) u0 > 0, ui 2 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m; 
(iii) z+g@) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
This generalizes the original result of Fritz John without equality constraints. 
Furthermore, they showed that U, > 0 under certain additional assumptions 
and hence obtained the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for this problem. 
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If 2 6 int S the above conditions are not valid, however. In this case 
conditions of the minimum principle type replace the above conditions. See 
for example, Canon, Cullum, and Polak [2], and Mangasarian [3]. In the 
infinite dimensional setting one may refer to Halkin and Neustadt [4], 
Neustadt [5], Varaiya [6], Guignard [7] as well as others. 
In Section 2 we generalize the theorem of Mangasarian and Fromovitz 
(see also Mangasarian’s book [3] f or an extension). The assumption that 
f E int X is not required and we obtain optimality conditions of the minimum 
principle type with minimal convexity assumptions of the set X. Our necessary 
conditions are similar, but not equal to, the necessary conditions of Canon 
et al. [2]. 
As a result of the criteria developed we show that if x solves the minimiza- 
tion problem and if f and g are convex at f whereas h is linear then a corres- 
ponding saddle value problem possesses a solution. This generalizes a well- 
known result which requires global convexity off and g. The reader may 
wish to refer to Kuhn and Tucker [8], Hurwicz and Uzawa [9], Mangasa- 
rian [3], and Neustadt [lo]. 
We then present a constraint qualification which insures positivity of the 
lagrangian multiplier z1,, associated with f. It turns out that the qualification 
we construct is the weakest possible as discussed in Section 4. Under a 
proper specialization of the problem our qualification becomes equivalent 
to that of Gould and Tolle [l 11. For further discussion on constraint quali- 
fications, see Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa [12], Mangasarian [3], Bazaraa 
et al. [13, 141, and Guignard [7]. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Throughout the study we will use the following notation and terminology. 
Let E, be the n-dimensional Euclidean space. If x, y E E,, then x”r gives the 
inner product of x and y where .Y~ denotes the transpose of x. 
Let f : I;-+ E,,, where Y is a nonempty open set in E, . f is said to be dif- 
ferentiable at z E E’ if there exists an n x m matrix Vf @) and an m vector 
function o such that f (f + x) = f (x) + xTf (x) + o(x) for each x with 
f + x E Y where o(x)/11 x /I + 0 as II x I] -+ 0. 
If X is a nonempty subset of En then X* denotes its polar, i.e., X* is the 
set of all 5 such that xt[ 6 0 for each x E X. If X = 0 then we will interpret 
X* as En . It is obvious that X* is a closed convex cone. 
Let X be a nonempty convex set in E,, and %E Cl X, the closure of X. In 
this study we will make use of the following two cones: the cone of interior 
directions for X at f which is denoted by D(X, f), and the cone of tangents 
to X at ff denoted by T(X, x). These cones are defined below. 
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D(X, X) = (5 : there is a neighborhood N of 5 and a 6, > 0 such that y E N 
and 6 E (0,&J imply that ff + Sy E X}; 
T(X, 3) = (5 : t = lim h,(xn - X), x, E X, X, > 0, x, --f X}. 
The cone of interior directions has been used by Dubovitskii and Milyutin 
[15] and was referred to as the set of permissible variations. The cone of 
tangents was introduced by Abadie [16] in the process of developing some 
constraint qualification for a nonlinear programming problem. The reader 
may refer to Bazaraa, Goode and Nashed [17] for discussion and properties 
of the cone of tangents. 
It is obvious that D(X, 3) is an open cone and that D(X, 2) C T(X, z). 
It is also obvious that both D(X, 3) and T(X, X) are E, if x E int X. As will 
be seen later, the main result is put in terms of the polar of the cone of interior 
directions. In order to reduce our result to more familiar optimality criteria, 
we need the following proposition which characterizes the cone of interior 
directions when X is a convex set. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that X is a convex set such that D(X, 3) # 13. 
Then Cl D(X, 2) = Cl C(X, Z) where 
C(X, Z) = (5 : there is A > 0 with x + A[ E X}. 
Proof. It is obvious that D(X, 3) C C(X, x). It can be easily shown that 
C(X, X) is the minimal cone that contains X - X. Furthermore, since 
D(X, %) is open and nonempty by assumption then int C(X, X) # (b and hence 
int X # (d. We will show that int X - ff C D(X, a). Now let x E int X then 
there is a neighborhood N of 0 such that x + NC int X. If y E .1c - x + N 
and 8 E (0, 1) we have 
5 + sy = (1 - 6) x + 8(x + y). 
But x+yEX+NCintX and XEC~X and so %+6yEintX for each 
6 E (0, 1) since X is convex. This shows that x - KE D(X, z), i.e., 
int X - 3 C D(X, 2). By convexity of X and since int X # $3 then 
X--xCClX--fCClD(X,z).B t u since C(X, 3) is the minimal cone that 
contains X - 3 then we have C(X, a) C Cl D(X, z). This together with the 
fact that D(X, X) C C(X, %) implies that Cl C(X, 2) = Cl D(X, 5). 
We may add that if X is convex then T(X, Z) = Cl C(X, 3). See, for 
example, [17]. Hence in view of the above proposition it is clear that 
T(X, 3) = Cl D(X, 3) when X is convex as long as D(X, f) is not empty. 
Since convexity of X implies convexity of C(X, X) then it also implies 
convexity of Cl D(X, 5) and T(X, x). It can be shown that if X is convex 
then D(X, F) is also convex. 
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Consider the problem P : RIinimize {f(.~) : .V t S, g(&v) E Cl c’, /I(.Y) 0). 
Heref, g, and 12 are functions defined on an open set containing S and taking 
values, respectively-, in E, , E,,, , and E,. . C is a nonempty open cone in E,,, . 
The following theorem gives necessary conditions for z to solve the above 
problem. 1\:e will postpone the proof of the theorem until the next section. 
It is worthwhile mentioning that our theorems hold if .P is a local optimal 
rather than a global optimal. We choose not to take this point of view in an 
explicit form in order to simplify notation. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that s solves problem P and suppose that D( X, X) is 
conzfer. If f and g are d#erentiable at s and h is d$ferentiable in a neighborhood 
of X then there exists a nonzero (uO , u, v) E E, .x E,, x E, such that 
(i) -[‘?f(%) u0 + Vg(%) u + C/l(x) zj] E D*(X, X) 
(ii) u0 3 0, u E C*, and 
(iii) u’g(x’) = 0. 
The conditions above may be viewed as generalized Fritz John conditions 
for optimality. The following remarks may be helpful for the reader: 
1. u,, , u, and v  can be viewed as lagrangian multipliers and (iii) can be 
viewed as complementarity slackness condition. In the special case when C is 
the nonnegative orthant then (ii) and (iii) together reduce to the following 
well known fact. I f  z solves the problem then either gi(x) = 0 or else ui = 0 
where g = (g, , g2 ,..., g,,J and u = (q , up ,..., 4. 
2. In the hypothesis of the theorem we require convexity of D(X, x). 
This is a considerably weaker hypothesis than convexity of X. For example, 
let X = ((2, y) : y  > 9) then D(X, X) = ((x, y) : y  > 01. Indeed X is not 
convex whereas D(X, Y) is. I f  X is convex and has a nonempty interior then 
by the proposition it is clear that D(X, 2) is convex and not empty and the 
hypotheses of the theorem hold. Also note that no convexity-concavity 
requirements of any of the functions are needed. 
3. If  X is convex and has nonempty interior then, in view of the propo- 
sition, condition (i) reduces to: (x - x)’ [Cf (2) u,, + Vg(g(x) u $- Ch(%) v] > 0 
for each x E X. This inequality may be viewed as a condition of the minimum 
principle type which generalizes that of Mangasarian [3]. Conditions of this 
type can be found in Halkin and Neustadt [4], Canon et al. [2], and Neustadt 
[5] as well as others. 
4. I f  XG int X then D(-Y, X) = E, and D*(X, ‘v) = 0. Then condi- 
tion (i) becomes Tf (5) u,, + Vg(x) u + Ch(x) v  = 0. This with conditions 
(ii) and (iii) give a generalized form of the Fritz John conditions. If  C is the 
nonnegative orthant in E,,l then we precisely get the Fritz John conditions 
discussed in the introduction. 
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5. In condition (i) of Theorem 1 if we can replace D(X, %) by the larger 
cone T(X, ‘v), i.e., if condition (i) reads 
-[Vf((x) u() + ‘g(X) 24 + vt(x) v] E T”(X, .21), 
then the theorem will be sharper. However, this sharper result does not hold 
in general. For example consider the problem: minimize {f(x) : x E X, 
h(x) = 0} where X = {(x.i , .zJ : x1 and x2 are rational}, f(,zi , “~a) = x2 , and 
/2(x1 , x2) = x2 - l/z x1 . It is clear that X r\ {bv : h(x) = O> = ((0,O)) so the 
only admissible point is the origin and hence x = (0,O) solves the above 
problem. It is clear that T(X, X) = E, and hence T*(X, .v) = {(O,O)}. 
Condition (i), however, does not hold for a nonzero (us , v). This shows that 
we cannot strengthen the conclusion of the theorem by replacing D(X, F) 
with T(X, x). One should note that in the above example B(X, 5) is empty 
and hence the theorem holds trivially. 
6. The lagrangian multiplier u,, is not necessarily positive. In many cases 
one would like to insure positivity of u0 and hence some additional assump- 
tions are required. These are called constraint qualifications and we present 
the weakest possible qualification in Section 4. 
7. As a result of Theorem 1 we will be able to develop a generalization 
of the saddle point optimality criteria with weaker assumptions. The saddle 
value problem SP can be stated as follows. Find (2, u,, , u, V) such that 
#(z, u. , u, v) < #(x, u. , U; U) < #(x, u. , U, z’) for each .T E X, u E C*, z’ E E, 
where #(.Y, us , u, V) = u,f(x) + u”g(x) + v’h(.~). Here x E X, u,, is a non- 
negative scalar, 21~ C*, Z?E E, and (u,, , ii, z?) + 0. This problem has been 
considered by different authors in the case when C is the nonnegative orthant 
in E, . See, for example, Mangasarian [3]. The problem has also been con- 
sidered in an infinite dimensional setting using cones by Hurwicz and 
Uzawa [9] and Neustadt [lo]. It is well known (see the mentioned references) 
that under convexity off, C-convexity of g, and linearity off one can claim 
that if X solves the minimization problem P then there must exist (us, U, @) 
such that (x, u,, , 21, 8) solves the saddle value problem SP. The method of 
proving the above result hinges about the existence of separating hyperplanes 
between nonintersecting convex sets. We will make use of the above theorem 
in partially relaxing convexity off and C-convexity of g. This is given by 
Theorem 2 below. First we need the following definition of convexity at a 
point due to Mangasarian [3] and C-convexity at a point which generalizes 
the notion of C-convexity on a convex set. See, for example, Eisenberg [Ig]. 
DEFINITION. Let 01 : X + Em where X is a nonempty convex set in E, . 
Let K be a convex cone in E, . Then 01 is said to be K-convex at x E X if r E X 
and X E (0, 1) implies that ha(~) + (1 - A) 01(y) - LYO(X + (1 - h) X) E Cl K. 
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a is said to be K-convex if IX is K-convex for each x E -Y. If m = I and 6 is 
the set of nonnegative reals then we get definitions of convexity of ,LY at s and 
convexity of Q on S. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that .\: solves problem P and suppose that X is a convex 
set with nonempty interior. Further suppose that f is convex at X, g is C-convex at 
X, and h is linear. Then there exists a nonzero (u, , u, v) with u,, > 0, 2~ C* 
such that (WV, u0 , U; V) solves SP. 
Proof. From Theorem 1 and following remarks there exists a nonzero 
kl 7 ii, ZT) such that u0 > 0, UE C*, @“g(x) = 0 and 
( .Y - 3)f [Vf (x) u. + Og(x) ii + Vh(z) u-j 3 0 
for each x E X. Since u,, > 0 then by convexity off at x we get 
Uof (4 3 u,f (z) + uo(x - qt Vf (z). 
By C-convexity of g at x it follows that 
g(A.?f(l -h)x)-Ag(f)-(1 -A)g(x)EClC 
for each x E X and each X E (0, 1). Since in E C* it then follows that 
U”g(Ff (1 -A) (x - 3)) - lPg(z) < (1 - A) iiyg(x) - g(Z)) 
for each x E X and h E (0, 1). Dividing by 1 - h and letting h -+ 1 we get 
(x - ivy Vg(.F) ii < E”(g(x) - g(x)) f or each x E X. Finally by linearity of h 
we get h(x) = h(a) + ‘?h(T) (JZ - 3). Combining the inequalities corres- 
ponding to f and g, the last equality and the inequality of Theorem 1 we get 
uo(f (4 - f(f)) + i%d4 - g(9) + WC4 - 44) 
> (x - n)t [of(a) u0 + Vg(z) i% + Vh(a) @] 3 0 
-- -- for each x E X. Rearranging the terms we get (cI(x, u,, , u, v) 3 #(X, u, , U, v) 
for each x E X where #(x, u,, , u, v) = u0 f (x) + u”g(x) + vth(x). Noting that 
h(s) = 0, g(Z) E Cl C, utg(%) = 0 it follows that #(x, u,, u, v) < #(Y, u,,, ri, B) 
-- for each u E C*, z, E Ek . This shows that (s, u,, , u, v) solves the saddle value 
problem and the proof is complete. 
We would like to mention that if (5, u0 , U, zi) solves the saddle value 
problem and u0 > 0 then ff solves problem P. No convexity of any kind is 
required here. The proof of this statement is straight forward and is hence 
omitted. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof of the theorem is based on the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that I’ is a convex set in E, , K is a convex cone in E, , 
and A is an m x n matrix. If the system Ax E K has no solution x E Y then there 
exists a nonzero u E K* such that &Ax >, 0 for each x E Y. 
Proof. The set -4(Y) = {rlx : N E I-} is convex and by hypothesis 
A(Y) n K is empty. By the fundamental separation theorem for convex sets 
(see, for example, [3]) there is a nonzero u such that utAx > u% for each 
x E Y and k E Cl K. Since 0 E Cl K then u’Ax 3 0 for each x E Y. It is also 
clear that u% < 0 since otherwise ut.4w > hu%, for each A :> 0 where 
ufk, > 0, which is impossible. This completes the proof. 
As will be seen in Lemma 3 we will show that if f solves the minimization 
problem P then a certain system does not have a solution. This system can 
be represented in the form .4x E K, x E Y. We then apply the above lemma 
to obtain the theorem. The following lemma will enable us to obtain the 
complementarity slackness condition (iii) of Theorem 1. First we need the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION. Let K be an open convex cone in E, and let b E Cl K. Then 
Kb = {c - hb : c E K, h > O}. 
Note that Kb is an open convex cone and that KC Kb . Also the line 
(hb : h is real} C Cl Kb . This very fact gives us the complementarity slackness 
condition. Neustadt [5] used this cone in developing his general necessary 
conditions for optimality. The following lemma essentially says that Kb 
is the cone of interior directions for K at b. 
LEMMA 2. If a E Kb then b + Sa + o(S) E K for 6 > 0 su$iciently small, 
where o(S)/S --f 0 as S -+ 0. 
Proof. Let a = c - hb E K, where c E K and h >, 0. Then 
b + Sa + o(S) =c (1 - X6) b + S (c + 9,) . 
Since K is open and c E K then for S sufficiently small we have c + o(S)/S E K. 
Also for S sufficiently small (1 - hS) = p > 0. Hence for small enough S > 0, 
b+Sa+o(S)=(l -&3)b+S(c+~).ClK+.K. 
But Cl K + K = K and hence b + Sa + o(S) E K, and the proof is complete. 
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The following lemma can be viewed as a generalized linearization lemma. 
The lemma states that if a nonlinear system has no solution then there is a 
corresponding linear system which also has no solution. We can then make 
use of Lemma 1. The lemma below is a generalization of a result of Manga- 
sarian and Fromovitz [l] (see also [3]). Th e method of proof is essentially 
based on the implicit function theorem as in [3]. 
LEMMA 3. Let S be a subset of E,, and K be an open convex cone in E,,, . 
Let 01 and h be de$ned on an open set containing X and taking values in E,,, and 
E, , respectively. Suppose that x E X such that a(.~) E Cl A’ and h(s) = 0. 
Further suppose that 01 and h are differentiable at I and ‘ih(%) has rank k. If 
a(.~) E K, h(x) = 0 has no solution in A’ then ‘I% [E K,(,, , Tfh(p) 5 .= 0 
has no solution in D(X, T). 
Proof. Since Ch(Z) has rank k then k < n. The case where k = 0 cor- 
responds to the absence of equality constraints and is easy. If  k = n then the 
only solution to Fth(%) [ = 0 is 5‘ = 0. Since D(X, -v) is open, then 0 $ D(X, .T) 
and the result is immediate. Thus we assume that 0 < k < n. By the implicit 
function theorem (see, for example, [19]) the following exist: 
(9 a partition of .vf  = (xrt, yet) with or E E,-, , -TV E Ek and 
Vfh(f) = (Tlfh(R), G,*h(x)) where G,h(%) is nonsingular; 
(ii) an open set Q in E,-, containing ?r where x = (or , .~s); 
(iii) a unique function e on Q with values in E, such that 5s = e(Q 
e is differentiable on D and h(.r, , e(q)) = 0 for each *‘cl E Q. 
N’e will prove the lemma by showing that if C’CY(~) 6 E K,c2z, , Yt’h(x) E = 0 
has a solution in D(X, X) then a(x) E K, h(s) = 0 has a solution in X. Let 5 
be solution to the first system and let 5” = (trt, caf) be the partition of (i) 
above. Then ‘C’,“h(%) t, + Czth(%) 5, = 0. Since h(x, , e(q)) = 0 for each 
rr E Q and or E Q then V,h(x) + ‘Ye(%r) C,h(z) = 0 and hence 
Clfh(n) t1 + ‘C”2fh(%) Tfe(Fl) t1 = 0. S ince O,h(x) is nonsingular then the 
last equation and Vlth(x) t1 + V,*h(%) [a = 0 imply that & = Y’e(%r) [r . 
By differentiability of e at %r we have 
Here <r(S) is a vector-valued function of S such that cl(S) + 0 as S + 0. Thus 
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where eat(S) = (0, Q”(S)). N ow since Q is open and Z~ E s2, then for S suffi- 
ciently small we have z1 + St, E 52 and hence h(%r + St, , e(%i + S(i)) = 0. 
Since OL is differentiable at f we have 
4% + St, , 4% + St,)) = 4% + SE + 66,(S)) 
= a(X) + sVQx(x) 6 + 6 . Es(S), 
where es(S) -+ 0 as 6 + 0. Since by assumption V%(x) 6 E Kacf) , we conclude 
by Lemma 2 that a(%1 + St, , e(%i + St,)) E K for 6 sufficiently small. So far 
we have shown that h(% + St + 6 . ~~(6)) = 0 and ~(2 + St + 6 . ~(6)) E K 
for 6 sufficiently small. Finally since 5 E D(X, %)>, then for 6 > 0 small 
enough we have 5 + St + S . ~(8) E X. Therefore it follows that 
(X, + St1 ,e(% + Q,)) so ves 1 the system E(X) E K, h(x) = 0, and x E X for 
6 > 0 sufficiently small and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If D(X, X) is empty, then D*(X, 3) = En and the 
theorem holds trivially. Without loss of generality assume that the rank of 
Vh(%) is k, since otherwise the theorem holds trivially. Now suppose that % 
solves P, i.e., x E X, g(x) E Cl C and h(x) = 0 imply that f (x) > f (5). Let 
a(~) = (f(x) - f(x), g(x)) and K = R- x C where R- is the set of negative 
real numbers. Note that XE X, a(f) E Cl K and h(x) = 0. Also note that the 
system a(x) E K, h(x) = 0 has no solution in X. Therefore by Lemma 3 the 
system V”~(Y) f E KUcz, , Vth(%) 6 = 0 has no solution in D(X, x). By 
Lemma 1 we conclude that there is a nonzero (4, v) E K& x Ek such that 
qVtol(%) E + vVth(%) 6 > 0 for each 5 E D(X, x). Therefore 
-[Vc@) q + Vh(a) ~1 E D*(X, x). 
Noting that KocE, r> K then K$, C K* and so q E K*, i.e., q = (u, , U) with 
u,, > 0 and u E C*. Finally since both a(%) and -OT(X) belong to Katz, and 
q E K&) then utg(z) = 0. To summarize there exist a nonzero (~a, u, v) 
such that u0 > 0, u E C*, u”g(%) = 0, and 
-[Vf(E)z+, + Vg(%)u + Vh(x)o] E D*(X,x) 
and the proof is complete. 
4. CONSTRAINT QUALIFICATION 
In reference to Theorem 1 of Section 2, one may note that u,, , the lagran- 
gian multiplier associated with the objective function, is not necessarily 
positive. In many cases, however, one would like to obtain positivity of zq, . 
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For instance, if u0 is positive, X is convex, f is convex at X, g is C-convex 
at 5, and h is linear, then the conditions of Theorem 1 assure that x solves 
problem P. This fact is clear from Theorem 2 and the discussion following it. 
If u,, > 0 then without loss of generality ~a can be assumed equal to one, 
and Theorem 1 then gives a generalized form of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. 
In order to insure that ua > 0 we need some additional assumptions. These 
assumptions are referred to in the literature as constraint qualifications since 
they do not involve the objective function. 
We would like to emphasize an important fact which is sometimes ignored. 
When one speaks of a constraint qualification, one means a condition which 
insures positivity of the lagrangian multiplier associated with any objective 
function having a constrained minimum at the point under investigation. 
One may find a condition that will work for a particular function. However, 
such condition is not regarded as a constraint qualification. This point has 
been emphasized by Gould and Tolle [l I]. To make our discussion more 
precise we give the following definition which extends the notion of Lagrange 
regularity given in [ 111. 
DEFINITION. The constraint set S = (x E X : g(x) E Cl C, h(x) = 0} is 
said to be Lagrange regular at 3 E S if for every objective function f having 
a minimum over S at X, there exist (u, v) such that 
(i) -[Vf(x,) + Vg(%) u + Vh(x) ~1 E D*(X, x), and 
(ii) u E C*, zltg(X) = 0. 
Note that these conditions are precisely those of Theorem 1 with u,, = 1. 
As mentioned earlier, the above criteria can be viewed as a generalization of 
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. 
We will present a constraint qualification which is both necessary and 
sufficient for Lagrange regularity, i.e., a qualification which is both necessary 
and sufficient for the validation of the Kuhn-Tucker criteria of the above 
definition. We would like to emphasize that one will get different necessary 
and sufficient qualifications according to the type of Lagrange regularity (or 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions) one poses. See Gould and Tolle [ll] and Bazaraa 
et al. [14] for various necessary and sufficient constraint qualifications. Now 
consider the following constraint qualification: 
where 
T*(S, X) c D*(x, 5) + co + c, , 
and 
c, = (6 : 6 = Vg(x) 11, 24 E c*, u”g(Lq = O}, 
c, = (5 : 6 = Vh(iq et, w E I&}. 
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It is clear that C, and C, are nonempty closed convex cones. C, is in fact a 
subspace, namely, the range space of VA(x). Since the inequality constraints 
are defined via a cone, we cannot talk about the binding constraints corres- 
ponding to the point X. In some sense the requirement that utg(%) = 0 
replaces this notion here. To carry the discussion further, suppose that C is 
the negative orthant in Em and let I = {z’ : gi(x) = 0}, i.e., I is the set of 
binding constraints. Then 
C,= [:f=xuiVgi(.Qui>OforeachiEI . 
&I I 
Note that in this case C, is the polyhedral cone generated by the gradients of 
the binding constraints. 
In order to develop the main result of this section we need the following 
two remarks. For a proof of Remark 1 one may refer to Varaiya [6]. The 
reader may refer to Gould and Tolle [ 1 l] or Bazaraa et al. [ 141 for a proof of 
Remark 2. 
Remurk 1. If x solves the problem: minimize f(x) subject to x E S then 
-Vf(x) E T*(S, q. 
Remark 2. Given a nonzero y E T*(S, X) there is a function f which is 
differentiable at 2 with y = -Vf (0 x an such that f  has a minimum over S d 
at 2. 
THEOREM 3. S is Lagrange regular at x if and only if the constraint quali- 
Jication holds. 
Proof. Suppose that the constraint qualification holds, i.e., 
T*(S, 3) C D*(X, x) + C, + C, . 
Let f be differentiable at XE S and having a minimum over S at 3. Then by 
Remark 1 and the constraint qualification it follows that 
-Vf (jc) E T*(S, x) C D*(X, 5) + C, + C, . 
In other words there exists (u, v) such that II E C*, u”g(%) = 0 and 
-[Vf (5) + Vg(n) u + Vh(%) w] E D*(X, x). This shows that S is Lagrange 
regular at E Conversely, suppose that S is Lagrange regular at 3 and let 
y E T*(S, x). By Remark 2 we can find a function f having a minimum over 
S at x and -Vf (x) = y. Then by Lagrange regularity we get 
y = -Vf (3) E D*(x, x) + c, + c, ) 
i.e., T*(S, X) C D*(X, J) + C, + C, and the proof is complete. 
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The above theorem may he reworded as follows: The constraint qualifica- 
tion T*(S, %) C D*(X7, X) + Cg + C,, is the weakest possible for the valida- 
tion of the Kuhn-Tucker criteria of the type given in the above definition. In 
particular, if x E int X and C is the negative orthant in E,,, then D*(X, X) =- 10) 
and the constraint qualification reduces to T*(S, X) C C, + C,L . This is 
precisely the qualification introduced by Gould and Tolle [I I]. This shows 
that each of the known constraint qualifications implies the mentioned 
condition. As a matter of fact, this is not hard to show in an explicit manner. 
In the absence of equality constraints the reader may refer to Bazaraa et al. 
[13] for the implications of existing qualifications and their relationships 
with the weakest possible. 
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